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Jefferson Vargas - An Universe Inside

                            tom:
                Am
Intro: Fadd9  Dm  Fadd9  F
        F  Dm  Am  C

Fadd9
Shining stars,come out for see it
Dm
They are all looking at us too
Fadd9
If they have heart

Our feelings can meet
F
If we are in the same vibration
F
Eternal night

Where everything was created
Dm
Gave us the heart to feel

All in the nature
Am
Power to make what imagination
                      C
Decide to change and more, much

More
Fadd9
In the air got the voice

In the language the source
 Dm
Comunication to make true our efforts
Fadd9
In the space build the peace

Piece by piece
F
And all we have is all we need
F
Life have an universe inside
Dm
In the start are all dark

But, stars will appear
Am
Sometimes in peace

Sometimes with fight
C
Light need energy

All the movement to be heat

F             E
The light on my heart makes my
G                          F
Feel meet my thoughts in my mind
F            E
It makes me fight
                   G    F
Makes me find my peace inside
        F          E
All my soul and my body
              G
Are just one step away

From meet my
 F
Own

Universe
F              E

I wake and my dream is alive as
     G     F
My reality, i am found

[Tab - Riff]
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Fadd9
Shining stars,come out for see it
Dm
They are all looking at us too
Fadd9
If they have heart

Our feelings can meet
F
If we are in the same vibration
F
Eternal night

Where everything was created
Dm
Gave us the heart to feel

All in the nature
Am
Power to make what imagination
                      C
Decide to change and more, much

More
Fadd9
In the air got the voice

In the language the source
 Dm
Comunication to make true our efforts
Fadd9
In the space build the peace

Piece by piece
F
And all we have is all we need
F
Life have an universe inside
Dm
In the start are all dark

But, stars will appear
Am
Sometimes in peace

Sometimes with fight
C
Light need energy

All the movement to be heat

F             E
The light on my heart makes my
G                          F
Feel meet my thoughts in my mind
F            E
It makes me fight
                   G    F
Makes me find my peace inside
        F          E
All my soul and my body
              G
Are just one step
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Away from meet my
 F
Own

Universe

F              E
I wake and my dream is alive as
     G     F
My reality, i am found

Acordes


